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Grounded Theory Approaches in Research 
Inquiry: Language in Aviation and 

Communication to Information Science 
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The book “The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research” (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967), as a theory generator for sociological interactions 

ANSELM L. STRAUSS 
Barney Glaser 

..and continues systematic process of gathering and 
analyzing data  



“Grounded” Structure 

• GT steps, evaluation/critique 
• Examples…(interdisciplinary in  many ways: trust, 

leadership, marketing, HCI and CSSW) 

• Keywords to keep 
• My Application/implementation 
• The dissertation study with HCAA 
• Sources/resources 
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Grounded Theory Paradigm (Glaser & Strauss, 1967)  

• Compatible with a qualitative research practice 
and quite important in the study of processes 
and in organizational studies particularly.  

• “Grounded,” means that it is following a strategy 
of bottom-up theory building on discourse 
issues rather, than a top-down approach 
dominant in other discourse theoretical 
perspectives (Strauss, 1998).  

• GT choices depend on what works better for the 
data and the participants of the study 
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• Grounded Theory Methods (GTM) are a set of thought 
processes and procedures for qualitative data analysis that 
can help a researcher pursue a highly disciplined  
exploration of a new area, or of a domain without a 
dominant theory. The thought-processes and procedures 
are focused on the data, and always return to the data – i.e., 
the “grounding” in GTM is grounding in the data. 
• In GTM, there is no hypothesis to be tested.  
•Rather, research is guided by open-ended questions, and 
by a set of rigorous strategies that guide data collection, the 
choice of which data to sample, and the method for 
developing and testing insights into the data. The result is a 
rich, deeply interwoven description of the phenomena, 
and a set of new open-ended questions for further work. 

Grounded Theory Method in HCI and CSCW 
  

Muller, M. J. & Kogan, S. (2010). Grounded Theory Method in HCI and CSCW". IBM Watson Research in 
Cambridge. Report: 10-09. 
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A GT Research Process vs a Conventional One that 
may work together 

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 
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Conventional research process (after coding or initial theory development using the 
data, a GT approach may lead to the conventional steps of a research question- 
oriented research on the left). This is a complementarity attribute of a GT approach 
that makes it applicable for diverse research “problem-oriented” methods. 
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Bottom-up approach leads to “construction with theoretical sensitivity” 

Why Grounded Theory 



Personal 
Preconceptions 

Scenarios 

The research Topic: Aviation Safety  

Coding 

Deep- Interview Scenarios, Transcripts, Accident reports,  Participant 
Observation on site visits etc. 

Iterations  
for data, 

comparisons, 
coding 

Sorting/Comparing 

The process of a GT approach applied in this exploratory study 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process of a GT approach applied in this exploratory study: explore safety and safety culture, using phases in data gathering, and iterations in comparing and coding. In my case from the phenomenon of safety to its communication causes, more specifically the “human aspect” of it, the message exchanged with paralanguage, voice and silence and the new factor of situation awareness.



I use a GT approach with… 
 Selective parts from  the Glaser’s stream and 

the Strauss’s stream, as they evolved in: 
• coding (Charmaz, 2006; 2009; Grover et al, 

2014; Jantunen & Gause, 2014),  
• theory construction and comparisons (Corbin 

& Strauss, 1990; Glaser, 1992; Christiansen, 
2011; Kelle, 2005; Ritchie & Lewis; 2004),  

• evaluation (Wagner et al, 2010; Suddaby, 2006; 
Robson, 2002; Guba & Lincoln, 1994) and  

• iterative sorting and analysis (Muller, 2014; 
Muller & Kogan, 2010; Reichertz, 2007; Locke, 
2001). 

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 
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A GT Approach as Qualitative Research 
• Analyzes words, language, and their 

implied meanings (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). Extended empirical data are treated 
as texts with multiple meanings.  

• Data collection acquires theoretical 
significance with the selection of additional 
data (events, testimonies, visual 
productions, activities, experts, etc.) to 
exposit all properties of the developing 
conceptual categories and develop them 
further (Locke, 1996, p. 240).  
 T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 
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A GT Concept and Pattern 
Ground Theory is based in the study of a Concept 

and the identification of a pattern: 
• The concept of the study: Aviation Safety (as a 

result and) in terms of human communication 
(crew and ATC). Speech acts in the context of 
airline cockpits 

• Secondary concept: The Constraint Reality of 
time (as a type of affordances) during Flight 
Crisis 

• The pattern: Human Communicative behavior, 
choices and practices in routine flights and in 
mission critical cases.  

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
as an act of conversation that combines culture with communication of co-present, mediated and cooperative actors



Data gathering, Categorizing and Analyzing  
• personal experiences and preconceptions;  
• ethnographic field visits to airports, air bases, control 

towers and aviation authorities; 
• case studies of landmark flights;  
• interviews with aviation professionals;  
• life stories in biographical books and oral narratives;  
• artifacts, cultural texts and productions via a special 

drama series on fighter pilots;  
• observational, historical, interactional and visual texts, in 

documentaries and media interviews. 
• protocol analysis lessons to facilitate the acquisition of 

insights and 
• discourse analysis practices with close reading for the 

theory construction, sorting and comparisons. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my research…



Keywords/Expressions in Mind for GT 

• Personal preconceptions 
• Selecting sources 
• Empirical reality 
• Coding- sorting 
• Compare-and-question 
• Dimensionalization 
• Core concepts, core category 
• Coding paradigm 
• Oral documents; historicity, materiality 
• Chief Concern of the people in the domain 
• Emergent Theoretical model 

 

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 
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Aviate, Navigate, Communicate: Silence, Voice and 
Situation Awareness in Aviation Safety 

Theodoros A. Katerinakis, Doctoral with HCAA, as of December 2014 and on   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, my dissertation is about. A flight has been represented in various ways but not as an act of conversation that combines culture with communication of co-present, mediated and cooperative actors. In this dissertation data speak and theory accompanies them.
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An Actual Cockpit  
in a flight from A to B, … 
after taxiing 

Tenerife Accident, 1977 while taxiing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A flight is accomplished when we can reach from point A to point B with safety and operates in a communication continuum (air to ground, ground to air by means of communication devices, hardware indicators and sensors). As you can see from the diagram, communication begins on the ground between cockpit and different types of controllers, depending on the altitude of the plane and the airport configuration. In fact, communication starts (and maybe crucial) on the ground when the planes start moving. And those conversations continue throughout. There are periods where silence is imposed and others when cockpit sterilization is required or communication is lost behind closed doors.



Pilot Controller Communication loop 
 
 

Shannon & Weaver typical model with Weiner's 
concepts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shanon & Weaver meets ATC- Pilot loop; Weiner emphasized feedback (and feedforward and noise) in cybernetics http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Pilot-Controller_Communications_%28OGHFA_BN%29



The Discursive Space of a cockpit 

• Speak- act: "spoken not yet heard; heard 
not yet understood; understood not yet 
agreed; agreed not yet applied; and 
applied not yet always applied."  

• Talk and, as emerged, silence too is 
inseparable from the task, as necessary to 
develop understanding of the flight 
situation 

• Understanding goes beyond receiving and 
perceiving to situation awareness 

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 17 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Habermas ideal speech situation contributes here with “speech acts”



persons’s perception of elements in the 
environment  within a volume of time and 
space 

the comprehension of their 
meaning 

the projection of their status in the near future 

Increasing time, command span, area of interest, etc 

Transitory Awareness Local Awareness Global Awareness 

Situation Awareness Breakdown as a Concept 

(b) Actors with common  interest, the same high-level task, but different data inputs and degrees of 3 types of awareness  

(a) A single individual viewpoint – implicit in 
the original Endsley’s definition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Freeman, J.T. and Cohen, M.S.; (1995). Methods for Training Cognitive Skills in Battlefield Situation Assessment, Technical Report 95-2. Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: US Army Research Institute. Hone, G., Martin, L., and Ayres, R., (2006) Awareness—does the acronym “SA” still have any value? Proceedings of the 11th International Command and Control Research and Technology Symposium: Coalition Command and Control in the Networked Era. At Cambridge UK. Washington DC: The DoD-CCRP (on CD-ROM).Hone, G., Whitworth, I. And Martin, L. (2006) Awareness is not a Standalone Concept. Proceedings of the 25th Army Science Conference, Orlando FL (on CD-ROM).Hone, G. N., Macleod, I.S. and Smith, S.J.; (2005).Awareness and Scenario-Based Requirements. Proceedings of the Human Systems Integration Symposium 2005,Washington, DC. American Society of Naval Engineers. Published on CD-ROM



Situation Awareness Model in Human Factors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Situational awareness is having an accurate understanding of what is happening around you and what is likely to happen in the near future. As shown in Figure 2, Endsley’s definition suggests that situational awareness includes three processes: The perception of what is happening (Level 1) The understanding of what has been perceived (Level 2) The use of what is understood to think ahead (Level 3) http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Situational_Awareness_%28OGHFA_BN%29
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Guiding Research Questions 
 
1. How do pilots and air traffic controllers talk, interact, and 

outeract with orderliness? 
 
2. How are procedural deviations and speech acts recognized? 
 
3. How is specialized language used as an algorithm? Is it a 

private language? 
 
4. How do air traffic controllers perform an orderly organization 

of conversation repair when encountering symptoms of 
miscommunication and phraseology defects? 

 
5. How do interactants negotiate affordances of time and 

language during an evolving crisis?  
 
6. What differentiates the interaction of a military flight session 

from a civil aviation one? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have six research questions aimed to disclose aspects of linguistic communication, realization of situation awareness, trust building and the affordances of time and language in direct and mediated conversation. I will read them.Outeraction is informal conversation that catalyzes interaction.



Coding to Construct Theory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From raw text on a flight accident report
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Qantas. Flight Safety Magazine, compiled by Capt. A. Poulsen and Dr. G. Edkins, Issue 4, Summer 2002. 
http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Sterile_Flight_Deck_%28OGHFA_BN%29 

Silence is not always Golden; Voice maybe the Choice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The are several critical phases in cockpit-air traffic controller communication cycle or continuum. Silence is part of the interaction and voice should be used (till the computerized data link will become wide spread).Periods of silence are part of the process but for how long and what happens when we should break it?Here a flight is shown in the flight operation manual of Quantas in Australia. Phases: Door closure, 	Start of take off roll, Landing gear up, 		               Seat belt sign off, 20,000 ft			                       Landing gear down				             Aircraft stops or turn off active runaway     						Arrival      at terminal=============================================When flight crews are not concentrating their attention on the conduct of flight activities or are involved in actions that are totally unrelated to flying, critical information can be missed or misinterpreted. The situation can degenerate very rapidly. In order to prevent those consequences, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) enacted regulations in 1981 that prohibited crews from performing non-essential activities during taxiing, take-off and landing, and below 10,000 feet except in cruise flight. Known as the “sterile cockpit rule,” the regulation helped to define clearly when the crew shall concentrate on the most important task: safely operating the aircraft. Data: Sterile Flight Deck Periods of Restricted Communications (Qantas Flight Safety, Issue 4, Summer 2002)http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Sterile_Flight_Deck_%28OGHFA_BN%29
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Two Landmark Flights 
The Shaking VIP Falcon 900 Plane 

 

The Ghost Plane Helios 522 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On your LEFT  Helios flight 222 (2005)          flying for more than two hours SILENT as everyone but one died from oxygen starvationNon-Verbal communication waiving wings Non-verbal Waiving Hands cockpit-to-cockpit Cockpit-to-cockpit eye contactVerbal emergency “MAY-DAY” from the outside, verbal emergency from the inside in anothe channelSilence behind close cockpit doors between cockpit and cabin crew====================================================On your right: Falcon VIP Flight with Dead Foreign Minister Falcon 900 (1999)A flight in a rapid descent (with no reason) for 24 seconds when the autopilot was not respondingThe pilot saved the plane, against all the odds, but seven people died and the Foreign Affairs MinisterSeat-belt sign message was delayed  as the pilot was occupied with saving the plane (mediated communication)The flight attendant prompted the Minister to fasten the seat belt but how to persuade a political authority to sit? The Pilot broke the institutional silence; for accountability, as his professional responsibilityA DEONTOLOGICAL action morally right  when you live up the duty that was entrusted to your professionFDR, CVR talks but in intervals. How do you define human error?Helios http://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/greek-air-tragedy/6/No pressuraization, hypoxia, silence, ghost plane 522: The flight of Eloquent Silence: August 13, 2005Flying for two hours with no communication and no answer except for the gesture to F-16sFirefighters battle a blaze near the tail fin of a crashed Cypriot passenger plane, Aug. 14, 2005, near Athens, Greece. Helios Airways flight ZU522 was headed from Larnaca, Cyprus, to Athens International Airport when it crashed into a hillside, killing all 121 people on board.
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The Effect of Erroneous Communication in Aviation 
Safety 

Errors in  
Communication 

Contradictory 
 Information 

Unreliable  
Information 

Insufficient 
Information 

Plethora but  
too much 

 information 

Non- interpretive  
information 

Erroneous  
Situation  
Awareness 

Non-desirable  
situation  

Accident 

Incident 

Controllers 

Operators and  
pilots 

ICAO/FAA Phraseology,  AirSpeak English, Plain Language,   
Paralanguage, Hesitation, Non-verbal signals, Mother tongue filter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is the main point of this study, in communication? The Effect of Erroneous Communication in Aviation SafetyRead from left to right



Tenerife Accident on 1977 

 

25 T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On 27 March 1977, a B747 aircraft belonging to KLM, collided with a B747 belonging to Pan Am while attempting to take off at Los Rodeos airport in Tenerife. Both aircraft had been diverted into Los Rodeos (Tenerife North) following an incident at Santa Cruz, Gran Canaria. Los Rodeos is at an altitude of 2000 ft and the visibility was reduced because of hill fog. The KLM aircraft began its take-off run having received en-route clearance but not take-off clearance and collided with the Pan Am aircraft which was taxi-ing down the runway. There were 583 fatalities.
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US (Airways) 1549/United Airlines Flight 1919  Flight in …the river  
Passengers stand on the wings of the Airbus A320-214 in the Hudson 

River in New York, on January 15, 2009. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide of course depicts the famous case in which Sulleberger prevented a major flight incident from becoming a tragedy. The red line on the bottom traces the flight path till the river splash. The accomplishment, however, was not just Sulleberger’s. The evacuation after the landing involved a situation of multiple uncertainties and alternative interpretations. Thus, for the crew and Port Authority members to coordinate what needed doing, they had to trust each other’s respective interpretations of ambiguous conditions. Of course we do not forget passengers’ cooperation. That plane was going to sink. So the time-affordance here was very constrained. Systems theorists would categorize the situation as “mission critical.”
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Units of Information: Transcripts Used 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a flight transcript that will comprise my major source of data. This one records a transaction between Sullenberger and air traffic control. The numbers in the first column are actual recording times. The second column tells us who is speaking. So L116 is the Departure (Overseeing) Tower (New York Terminal Radar Approach Control located in Westbury, NY. New York TRACON, also known as N90, provides approach service for several large airports), and TEB is the Approach Tower. AWE1549 is the call sign for the flight. You can already see here what conversation analysts would call an adjacency pair.  In the first line, L116 is suggesting a diversion of the landing to a runway controlled by TEB. In the second line, TEB ratifies the suggestion by repetition. In this particular case, the locution, “that’s good,” is non-standard, a deviation from standard operating procedure, probably due to the familiarity between these two controllers. BTA2760 (Jetlink 2760) is another flight diverted by The LaGuardia controller to a different air traffic controller.)�It is noteworthy that pilots and controllers exchange units of information with a parameter (instruction e.g. “turn right”) and its value (e.g. “two eight zero”).



Air France Flight AF 447  
Rio de Janeiro bound for Paris, 2009 

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 28 

A renowned cockpit 
designer at Boeing—
himself a transport pilot—
once said, “We don’t 
believe there are any bad 
pilots. We believe there 
are average pilots who 
have bad days.” This a 
principle that underlies 
Boeing’s cockpit designs 

A crash  which killed 
228 people 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing when to sleep and be awake. Awareness of authority and hierarchy.
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Why Hellenic Aviation and Hellenic Air Force is important? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, my final source of data will be interviews with pilots and air traffic controllers in the Hellenic) Greek Air Force and civil aviation. I am looking at the Greek case for several reasons. First, I have access to these very highly accomplished pilots, and talking to pilots and air traffic controllers will greatly enhance my understanding of conversational processes in flights. A second reason is that it is one thing to see how native English speakers function linguistically in Airspeak English. It is also important to know how others fare who originate from a different mother tongue. There is, moreover, a considerable cross-over between military and civil aviation, particularly in smaller countries without so many civilian flight schools. Most aviation professionals suggest that Sullenberger ’s reaction and efficiency reflected his own recent military experience.Slide note to explain (if needed): After a century of Hellenic aviation, defensive doctrine and culture, the root mother tongue, and frequency of flights relatively to the population (10.5 mil in 40 airports) underline this selection. HAF record is widely recognized for its accomplishments. It is indicative that a HAF pilot LtCol Hekimoglou (on the left, and with the President Papoulias and HAF Chief Lt General Klokozas, in Greek media) was elected in the top position of Tactical Leadership Programme of ΝΑΤΟ for air-to-air, air-to-ground missions (for the past 3 years); as well as Captains Stralis and Daskalomarkakis (from 340Squadron of 115CW, in the top middle with Defense Minister Beglitis) took the first rank in their TLP class. Also, a Greek Squadron of F-16s headed in the leading position in one of the most demanding military drills with the codename “Red Flag” in Nevada Test and Training Range in USA (2008).  Dr. Yiannis Paraschis (on the right), CEO of Athens International Airport that has gone through the Olympics 2004 traffic was elected by a unanimous vote as Chair for a two-year term, in the Airports Council International annual general assembly of the world’s airport executives. ACI World, the “voice” of the world’s airports, has 580 members representing over 1,650 airports in 179 countries, collectively handling more than 96% of world commercial traffic, having welcomed more than 5 billion passengers in 2010. ACI World has 5 geographical regions, Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe, Latin America and Caribbean, North America (http://www.aia.gr/entry.asp?entryid=383&pageid=741&tablepageid=12&langid=2).All those in the 40 airports of the Greek Island Geography!



Grouping of Topics from in-depth interviews 

1. Silence: When aircrew 
members don’t speak-up and 
why? 

2.Hesitation Exists or needed? 
3.Directness in Language 

5. Standardization language Factor and mother 
tongue 

10. Redundancy and mutual verification 
11. Listening mode (Pilot- ATC) 

12. Forward Interpretation or “GetThereItis’, 
(Pilot- ATC, a,b) 

4. Professional Relationship Factor 
6. Trust and professionalism 

7. Instructor with Trainee in flight 
Mode (a,b) 

8. Communication Equipment Use 
and Priorities (a,b) 
9. Dual Instruction 

17. Oral Information 
19. Relationship and Familiarity 

 

13. Superiority and authoritative 
Mindset (Pilot Specific) 

14. Witnessability as “Building up the 
Picture” (controller’s Specific) 
15. The Two challenge rule (an 

analogy from the medical 
profession/nuclear reactor operation) 

16. Affordnaces and Skills 
18. Heuristics and Experience 

20. Air Force/Millitary Aviation 
Doctrine (Figther Pilot specific) 

 

 

Communication phenomena 

The Culture of professionalism 

Expertise, Knowledge and Decision making 

Personal factors (or beyond Human factors) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The flow of questions is sequential but responders are not surprised by a question and they follow the structure of controls Communication phenomenaThe culture of professionalismExpertise, Knowledge and Decision makingPersonal Factors (or beyond Human factors)



Paralanguage  
and  

Hesitation 

Language 
with standard 
phraseology, 

checklists and 
mother 
tongue 

Category: Silence Category: Voice Situation 
awareness 

as a  
communication 

parameter  
 

The Core Concept: Aviation Safety  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GT core concept
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Issues Explored 
1. One set of problems involves issues of reference, repetition, 

ambiguity, sequence breaking, and such.  
 

2. A second set of problems concerns the implementation of 
SOPs/RoE, with the language factor.  
 

3. Although, there are highly detailed SOPs, what counts as 
following them in a crisis situation is not always clear, and 
sometimes not to be followed at all.  
 

4. All of these problems need to be negotiated in time-critical 
situations, with conversation interaction. 
 

5. Also, in the process, it will be examined how inner and outer 
identities and culture are sustained in crisis conversation where 
trust is a requirement and safety non-negotiable. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me recap by pointing out the issues explored:2. The comparison of US and Greek transcripts/cases will inform our understanding on mediated Greek language and will explore strategic crisis management communication, introducing testimonies and restricted-access data, for the first time.4. It will be the purpose of this dissertation to examine how this is done, how, for example, pilots and air traffic controller’s talk, interact, and outeract with orderliness; how they engage in conversation repair; and how they negotiate whose interpretation of an SOP will prevail. 



Systems Theory (in the Cockpit, Actor- Network theory, rules, team culture, a holon 
Checkland, 1981; Ostrom, 1997; Bertanlaffy, 1956; Leydesdorff ,2014; Suchman, 2006)  

   

Literature Review (…after GT introduction) 

Human Factors 
(Human actors, liveware, safety culture, just culture, crew 
resource management, situation awareness, 
multitasking inside the cockpit, the view on human errorand 
correction), accident investigation)  
Edesley, 2001; Loukopoulos et al., 2001; Dekker, 2012;2005 
Levenson, 2005 

Discourse Analysis  
With few lessons from Conversation 
Analysis  and Applied linguistics 
(conversation in critical environments, 
roles and cockpit identities, affordances of 
time and limits of language and 
awareness, reading transcripts for 
important phenomena) Nevile, 2004; 
Hutchby, 2001; Barshi, 1997, Paltridge,  
2006)_ 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Some literatures were used a methodological preparation)Safety literature falls in the intersection of engineering, human factors and systems theory.Concepts: Human factors  or ergonomics refer to environmental, organizational and job elements and interactions with other elements of a system, human and individual characteristics which influence behavior at work in a way which can affect health and safety. Think about three aspects: the job, the individual and the organization and how they impact people’s health and safety-related behavior." (World Health Org)Examines also error and accepts that errors happen and people create safety. Safety is what happens when no one observes.Situation Awareness: The perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, 	            The comprehension of their meaning and 	             The projection of their status in the near future. Dr. Zemel explained the importance of conversational data and spent quite some time to read/listen to transcripts with me.Dr. Hewett explained the importance of systems design and protocol analysis in interviewing expertsDr. Kochan’ work allowed me to connect human factors theory with actual practise of aviation and connected the decision making skills with pilot’s expertise (in her Drexel lecture) Dr. Porpora allowed me to work on discourse analysis and close reading and Dr. Koku explained me the importance of network formations in organizational settings.============================================================This study draws concepts, descriptions and reasoning from different literatures from which communications contributions emerge. Its aim is to stay in the intersection and utilize components that have not been unified in aviation communication. From the systems analysis, I draw particularly on the work on soft systems methodology of Peter Checkland and Bertanlanfy. Rapoport of course was the first to connect systems theory with communication and cooperation, with insights from Wiener. Ostrom spoke about the impact of communication in institutions –as holons- and choices. From Human Factors, I use Edesley conceptualization of situation awareness, I follow the work of Dekker on human error views, Loukopoulos on multitasking and expertise limits, Wiegmann and Shappell on human factors analysis and classification system, Dahlbom and Mathiassen on system design, Suchman on human- machine reconfigurations, and the work of Ericsson on expertise and with Simon on protocol analysis (methodologically). In discourse analysis I draw concepts from Paltridge, Cushing, Jones, Barshi, Wittgenstein,Tajima, and Wooffitt, as well as lessons from conversation analysis from Sacks and Nevile. In the aspect of trust I draw from the work of Lee and See, Doak, Salem, Kaduchin, and Bonini. The work of Hofstede, Goffman and Gleick also provide useful insights in my analysis. 



Methods 
• Discourse Analysis to read raw data (close reading to unpack 

meanings) 
• In-depth interviews discussions with pilots (civil- military), 

controllers, accident investigators using selected scenarios to 
comment and re-enact events 

• Protocol Analysis concepts to prepare the informants on talk-aloud 
conversation 

• Participant observation (extensive) in real work and military 
operations environments 

• Grounded theory for core categories, concepts, selection of data 
collection 
 

T. Katerinakis, Drexel University 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discourse analysis to show how communication interaction  present different world views in sub-cultures and micro-environmentsScenarios is what those people are trained to implements and reactIn the middle this is me with the Commander of NSA Souda Bay Captain Black for one of the 3 USN citations==================================Participant observation in real work from night fighter flights, till busy Tower hours etc(e.g. Athens Tower, HAAISB hearings, 3-time visits to three different Combat Wings, National Control Approach Center)Draw from Conversation Analysis viewpoint to read transcripts and focus on data, not pre-conceptionsA Pilot study with SPOA SchoolI was actively engaged in communication in the way they conduct it: briefing, de-briefing, training, manual, flight simulator, night shifts, emergency landings, military crisis escalation etc.In this study, data speak through he high-level practitioners and theory frames their communicative phenomena, as they happen.Examples of some questions or examples of a factual visitE.g. Visit to Jordan for key informant pilotWatch the whole 3-year popular drama to capture the stereotypical public opinion (that reflects back)
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Sample and with Key Informants 

35 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
25 informants not subjects with expertise that cover a broad range of aviation professionals. A squadron of fighter pilots on top (of an F-15, in Crete), top pilots in NATO Tactical drills, Air-force generals, one of the most experienced accident investigators in the world with 140 accidents and 19,000 hours in 24 different aircraftsCivil aviation pilots from 4 different airlines, Controllers of Approach center and airport controllers from 10 different airports================================================================No personal data were used as all people contributed via their institutional chain of command. Names of responders have a semantic pattern Used names of Greek airportsHCAA Authority has incorporated my discussions in the internal process of documenting the use of mother tongue in National Airspace. Thus, informants took the scenarios as their reading and discussions were repeated several times in the course of two years, as if they are generating examples for their training courses.Among, the discussants there are two former HCAA Directors, the Director of Athens Tower, the pilot of the VIP plame of the former Prime ministers, Fighter squadron Chiefs, CW Commanders, civil aviation pilots, the Director of the the Civil Aviation SCool and Accident investigators. To trace the importance of knowledge acquisition form One of the discussants is the living history of international aviation with 19,000 hours in 24 different aircrafts and being responsible for 140 accident investigations.The approach was first to assist internally and support the research orientation with publications (2011-2013). Thn all the archives collected for the internal research were used as primary materials of the scenarios.



When Silence is not Golden (Scenario-1/4) 

• Several accidents have shown that crew members’ 
failure to speak up can have devastating consequences. 
Despite decades of crew resource management (CRM) 
training, this problem persists and still poses a risk to 
flight safety. To resolve this issue, we need to better 
understand why crew members choose silence over 
speaking up.  

• Exploring past speaking up behavior and the reasons 
for silence in 1,751 crew members from a European 
airline, who reported to have remained silent in half of 
all speaking up episodes they had experienced. Silence 
was highest for first officers and pursers, followed by 
flight attendants, and lowest for captains.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain in own termsSpeak to whom (inside the cabin, the cockpit, the operator or the institutionSilence during flight or silence in the flight logSilence behind close doors. After 9/11 silence is associated with the Renegade protocol.--------------------------------------------------------------------------Several tragic accidents illustrate that when pilots or crew members fail to speak up and transmit safety-critical information the distance between life and death closes rapidly (Roitsch et al, 1978; Cookson, 2009). Sometimes voicing opinion regarding elements from flight incidents (from blinking switches to checklist negligence or repetitive silence) has a follow-up after the flight is over, in the de-briefing phase when the pilot fills out the flight logbook and explains noticeable phenomena The aircraft cabin defect log is usually filled by the cabin crew members and the aircraft technical log is filled in by the flight deck members. The two logs combined communicate flight realities to the next shifts, to operators, and the manufacturers.The two flight recorders –for voice and indications- are the real-time archive of the flight.We will see three different examples of responses



• This can be proven very dangerous behavior as there is 
always a possibility an indication to turn into a disaster. I 
believe that there is rather a fear among crew members 
to speak up in such cases without having in mind the 
consequences of this decision (freely speak up about the 
“problem”). 
 

• Last, I would like to mention that during emergencies 
crew members have to focus on how to navigate the 
aircraft, so they need time and peace. SILENCE is the 
magic word imposed to the Controllers who also need it 
periodically.  
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When Silence is not Golden (ATC “Ikaros” reply-2/2) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Controller having the experience from Crew members. There are a couple of interesting points to see here:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ikaros explains that the report-encouragement policy goes hand-by-hand with Fear to speak up could also be a symptom of loose or repressive organizational culture at an airliner level (with an ill-perception of human-error blame, see Dekker, 2011), or micro-culture inside the cockpit and the cabin.Silence emphasizes the vocal channel, but with no voice, in the basic model of communication as it may relay information and influence flight interlocutors at a greater extend in compare to verbal communication. Silence serves important functions in communication (Jaworski, 1997): provide time to think, hurt others, reduce anxiety, prevent communication and communicate emotions. In Ikaros response “…without having in mind the consequences of this decision” silence has also another intriguing source; the potential of a human error that is often a contributing factor in aviation accidents; either something is physically broken or an error occurred (Levenson, 2002; Dekker, 2005). So, when crew members think that a situation is evolving in the cockpit then silence (and peace of mind) is needed or they take silence as a requirement of the so-called sterile cockpit rule that reads in the following extract



Voice of Choice: Hesitation (Scenario -1/2) 
Captain Reports:  
• On takeoff roll approaching 80 knots, the Tower Controller called us and said 

in a very slow, unsure voice, “[AE 1549 …(pause).” He sounded as if he 
had something to tell us, but did not know what to say. We both noted a 
tone of concern and hesitation in his voice as if he was still unsure of 
something at that moment. We were light weight and had 13,000 feet of 
runway ahead of us. We had to make an immediate decision. 

Captain Acts 
• I elected to initiate rejected takeoff procedures. During deceleration the 

Tower Controller said, “Disregard.”I would take the same action again. 
 
The First Officer’s report on the same incident  
•  In the few seconds before Tower finished his thought, we were left to 

guess what the call was about. We were still relatively slow speed on the 
roll, so the Captain did what was prudent and safe by rejecting. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sound of one’s voice, the tone and force, all convey a message.First officer: I believe the rejected takeoff was the right thing to do. In this scenario we move from non-verbal instances of hesitation as an indication of bypassing in cockpit –controller interaction or as a contributing factor of aviation accidents. Why pilots or air traffic controllers hesitate in their communication flow? How do both deal with hesitation in order to avoid miscommunication towards an unfolding incident, with or without the rules? 



• We are trained to keep a calm, strict and precise tone 
of voice to transmit a sense of safety to the aircraft.  

• We are supposed to be “the ears and eyes of the pilot 
on the ground” and our job is to provide them with 
such information and clearances that are absolutely 
safe for their cruise. I am of the opinion, and that is 
something rather common, that even a wrong 
clearance or instruction should be transferred to the 
pilot with preciseness, calmness and certainty.  

• Afterwards, the ATC may correct his/her previous 
clearance without putting any additional pressure to the 
pilot due to his unsure tone of voice.  
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Voice of Choice: Hesitation (ATC “Santorinis” reply- 2/3) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain howSantorinis perceives her role as informative and trusting for the pilot and points out a clear way to deal with errors that happen for sure.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hesitation on the microphone seemingly connects a mental reservation to speak-up after several interruptions of the surrounding interactions from other flights (young controllers feel it as a public speaking drama for them, in the start); it is a case of fragmented attention of the professional-self of the controller who knows that transmitting confidence is a reception of trust for the pilot, similar to the controller’s own confidence to automotive tools and channels in his work (Lee & Morray, 1994). The controller has to change turns, from one flight to the other, and then come back to the one that is waiting, then to the next and so on (nested loops). It is a case of conversation persistence because the controller cannot stop till resolving or waiting previous calls (Huthby, 2001; p.164-166). Controllers, often (as much as pilots do), with the multitude of channeled data, signals, stimuli, and reminders are having symptoms of information obesity, as described by Johnson (2012, p.66-69). The incomplete message of hesitation is an indication of powerless language which detracts from the controller’s ability to show control over the situation (a pattern analyzed by Lisca, 1992). The controller voices the erroneous message based on the situated understanding of what is happening at the time of the erroneous message with the “local” certainty and rationality (Dekker, 2002; 2012). the pilot will be able to perceive the new message without uncertainty, as the point is not to correct an error with an erroneous non-verbalism like hesitation.Correcting an error with a next message which corrects the previous erroneous one is a chunk of a new episode in pilot-controller interaction that is context-specific and not concept-dependent (if looking for the error blame leads to conceptualize the situation which caused the error from the controller’s point of view). 
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Voice of Choice: Hesitation (ATC “Ikaros” reply- 3/3) 

• The take-off is a very critical phase for the flight safety. I 
experienced such cases some times in my career but not 
harmful ones. The hesitation in this example is rather due to 
lack of situational awareness of the controller. The pilot did 
the right thing in order to safeguard the aircraft.  
 

• Controller’s stabilized voice can be proven helpful but this 
is not easy all the time, due to the human nature and the 
stress occurring in such dangerous situations. As all 
communications between pilots and controllers are recorded 
there is an additional fear for not being compliant with the 
standards phraseologies or the rules, thus imposing more 
stress (voice uncertainty, low voice, fear, sweating, hand 
trembling, heart bit etc). 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ikaros comments refer to her experience on hesitation, to the likely cause of situation awareness, to her evaluation on the pilots’ decision/reaction, and her insights for air traffic controllers training. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The perceived changes in the tone of voice became part of controllers’ updates in training, starting from cases where the controller misinterpreted the change of pitch from a pilot, did not prioritize the flight, and accident occurred  (Fegyveresi, 1997) and going to non-verbal fillers of hesitation identified by Jones (2003) and Howard (2008). Mentions the relationship of hesitation with the fear of recording (Nevile, 2006). Flight crews and air traffic controllers operate in a discursive space which is completely mediated, highly regulated, intense and, as main actors, come from different organizational structures and cultures.  Controllers operate in coordinated groups and need to project the “wider picture” of the air traffic they are managing (Porterfield, 1997). Ikaros associates with a professional accountability fear (due to the growing litigation investigations in the sector, as analyzed by Michaelides-Mateou & Mateou (2010); it is not only that the rushing controller is likely to deviate from some standard phraseology, but it cannot stay in closure since their communication is monitored and recorded. Controllers know what happened in such hesitation cases and want to use it as an example of empirical informativeness, with selective attention to orality to get information versus recorded data, as Turner (2010) analyzes for the use of organizational records



Summary of Findings 
• Silence is an interactional element with substantial 

contribution both to completed flights and aviation 
accidents 

• Hesitation is an early symptom and action when situation 
awareness lacks  

• Tacit knowledge of pilots, controllers, and accident 
investigators is a necessary addition to SOPs and RoE 

• The aviation sub-cultures contains several distinct micro-
cultures which affect professional responsibility, 
uncertainty avoidance response, and decision-making in 
micro-environments 

• Local rationality is a condition to evaluate communicative 
behaviors 

• Human Errors should be acknowledged, talked and 
repaired with transparent communication 
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Presentation Notes
Several important topic in theory (communication, knowledge, orality and human error response)



What is important in Communication/Information Science 

• Situation awareness seems to be an enriching addition in 
communication models 

• Redundancy can be a message amplifier in several 
communication contexts 

• Non-verbal communication in institutional settings and 
mediated environments is instrumental (produces 
operational speech acts) 

• Human error repair (not excuse) evolves as a systemic 
feedback in communication for mission critical 
environments 

• Safety culture and just culture demand continuous intra-
institutional communication (not only outreach) 

• Deontological inquiries and moral judgments should 
always be part of message evaluation in communication 
models 
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Some macro-concepts and some cultural issues that are noteworthy
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 46 airports in an  
Area size of : 131,957 km2  -  
Coastline: 15,000 Km-  
Population: 10,815,197 people   

.  
 

Infrastructure in Greece and  
Partnerships already formed 

Imia crisis 1996-97 

My NSA  Souda office inCrete 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Airport map of Greece with 44 airports and 12 CW, whose names are used as my responders.OMEODEK: permanent committee of terminological localization in Air Traffic Management (in government Gazette).Paper 2013: Theodoros Katerinakis, Nikos Papadopoulos, Dimitra Zouroudi. Aviation terminology: literal sense, safety and semantic-oriented translatology in Greek aviation communication. National ELETO ConferenceHas put aviation communication in the map of scientific inquiry beyond what practitioners do.3. Curriculum adjustment process started with Civil Aviation School Director Nikos Papadopoulos4. EAPA: the committee of anonymous reporting was introvert. My application was the first one with an inquiry for data (2012). Now, it works regularly in using standardized incident monitoring5. The community of Air Traffic Controllers is now encouragement for their mother tongue use.6. HAAISB received the first two inquiries for research in communication issues with my application (2012-13).7. 11 Aviation publications is know considering a series of books using the work of OMEODEK.12. Military duty, experience in the Greek Pentagon, NATO OPS and US Navy provided credibility, access, and openess for them to speakAviation in Greece15 International Airports: Athina Airport ΄El.Venizelos΄, Thessaloniki Airport ΄Makedonia΄, Rodos Airport ΄Diagoras΄ Heraklion Airport ΄N.Kazantzakis΄, Kerkyra Airport ΄Ioannis Kapodistrias΄, Kos Airport ΄Ippokratis΄Alexandroupoli Airport ΄Dimokritos΄, Mytilini Airport ΄Od.Elytis΄, Limnos Airport ΄Ifestos΄ , Chania Airport ΄I. Daskalogiannis΄ , Kefallinia Airport, Zakynthos Airport ΄D.Solomos΄, Samos Airport ΄Aristarchos of Samos΄, Kavala Airport ΄M.Alexandros΄, Kalamata Airport Captain Vasilis Konstantakopoulos26 Natioanl Airports: Ioannina Airport ΄King Pyrros΄, Chios Airport ΄ Omiros ΄ Mykonos Airport,Skiathos Airport ΄A.Papadiamantis΄Kozani Airport ΄Filippos΄, Agrinio AirportKastoria Airport ΄Aristotelis΄, Karpathos Airport , Santorini Airport, Kythira Airport ΄Αlexandros Aristotelous Onassis΄ , Milos Airport ,Skyros Airport , Nea Anchialos Airport, Aktio Airport Sparti Airport, Paros Airport , Andravida Airport , Epitalio Airport, Syros Airport ΄Dimitrios Vikelas΄, Astypalaia Airport, Araxos Airport, Kasteli Airport, Naxos Airport, Kalimnos Airport, Ikaria Airport ΄Ikaros΄, General Aviation Services Unit-Pahe M.E.G.A.P4 Municipal airports: Kasos Airport, Leros Airport, Sitia Airport, Kastelorizo Airport HAF has 15 Comb at wings allover Greece and is decorated with NATO, US and International top place for tactical training and alert response. It has been said that Greeks inhale in the air and exhale in the sea to breathe.Last month 800 take-offs were executed for the National drill ‘Parmenion”, 10 people were recovered from search and rescue in 6 hours time from the islands to the mainland, and 3,467 flights were executed in less than 24 hours time.
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•The Grounded Theory Review is an interdisciplinary, online 
academic journal for the advancement of classic grounded theory 
and scholarship. The Grounded Theory Review adheres to the 
highest standards of peer review and engages established and 
emerging scholars from anywhere in the world.  While centered in 
social sciences and the health care fields, The Grounded Theory 
Review is an interdisciplinary, online academic journal for the 
advancement of classic grounded theory and scholarship.  
 
•The Grounded Theory Review adheres to the highest standards 
of peer review and engages established and emerging scholars 
from anywhere in the world.  While centered in social sciences 
and the health disciplines, the Grounded Theory Review is open 
and welcoming to contributions from any academic field. 

http://groundedtheoryreview.com/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A GT journal to consider



Two Applied Cases to Combine 
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Barney G. Glaser is the founder of the Grounded 
Theory Institute in Mill Valley, California, and has also 
been a research sociologist at the University of 
California Medical Center, San Francisco. He is the 
author or coauthor of several books, including The 
Grounded Theory Perspective II and Experts versus 
Laymen: A Study of the Patsy and the Subcontractor, 
published by Aldine Transaction. Anselm L. Strauss 
(1916-1996) was emeritus professor of sociology at 
the University of California, San Francisco. He was the 
author of numerous books, including Professions, 
Work and Careers, Mirrors and Masks: The Search for 
Identity, and Creating Sociological Awareness: 
Collective Images and Symbolic Representations, all 
published in new editions by Transaction.  

Christakis Fowler to connect from ex-patients with 
expected “date of death”, but surviving through 
their social network 



Glaserian GT Resource http://www.groundedtheory.com/ 
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A Final Word 
• “A great advantage of the grounded theory approach is the 

fact that grounded theories are solution-oriented rather 
than problem-focused. I believe this solution-seeking 
speaks convincingly to a main concern of contemporary 
society, in which new forms of digital communication 
constantly change the ways that individuals and large groups 
of people relate to each other.  

• Even if most of us are increasingly computerized in 
thinking and doing, our apparently rational clear cut goals 
are still coupled with values, affections, and traditions, as 
once pointed out by the influential sociologist Max Weber. 
Grounded theories are outstandingly good at 
conceptualizing main concerns of the few on behalf of the 
many, therein lies their explanatory strength and firm support  
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From the editorial of GT Review at  http://groundedtheoryreview.com/2014/12/19/the-strength-of-a-solution-seeking-approach-editorial/of productive change”.  



Brian Robert Webb (2001). Action in Context - Context in Action:Towards a 
Grounded Theory of Software Design, PhD Thesis, Deptof Computer Science, 

University College London, Gower Street, London, WC IE 6BT 
 (John Dewey, Art as Experience, 1934, p. 5 1, quoted in Strauss and Corbin, 

1990, p. 258) 

• “[In GT] It is no linguistic accident that "building", 
"construction", "work", designate both a process and its 
finished product. Without the meaning of the verb that 
of the noun remains blank“. 
 

• To this we may add "design“. 
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GT Epistemology 
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Thank you 
Questions and comments are welcomed… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This dissertation aims to show the practical importance of communication and culture theory in aviation; a sector that is monitored and various international and national organizations for passengers (ICAO), pilots (IFALPA), air traffic controllers (IFATCA) both in Europe (Eurocontrol) and the US (FAA). The themes examined derive from an on-going discussion among the highly skilled practitioners that whose function have a direct effect in people lives.Over the last decade the International Civil Aviation Organization is in the process of implementing a program to improve language proficiency of pilots and air traffic controllers worldwide. Language proficiency requirements were developed due to the importance of linguistic factors in airline accidents (with a compliance period ending on 2011 and with several transition periods). This dissertation, in part, is designed to make a practical contribution toward that end.As Amelia Earhart said, you can either be a passenger or a pilot. But even pilots are passengers in several cases
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